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Include the following as applicable:

Personnel access to data/samples
Whether identifiers will be removed or code/key destroyed to anonymize the data/samples.
For keyed data/samples, indicate who holds secondary codes/keys
Storage plan
Plan to protect privacy in transfer to other collaborators.

11-4. Retention of Data and/or Specimens Detail
Retention may be for future research by the investigator and/or the creation of a bank or repository.
Completion of this section is required based on the response provided to question 11.6.

11-4.1’ What is the intent or purpose of retaining the data and/or specimens?

11-4.2’ Where will you store the data and/or specimens?
Select one:
- Only at the University of Michigan
- UM and Other Institutions
- Other Institutions

If Other Institutions, please specify:

11-4.3’ Describe the arrangements for the storage conditions, management, and security of the data and/or specimens. Include the following as applicable:
- Personnel access to data and/or specimens
- Whether identifiers will be removed and the key to any code destroyed
- For coded data and/or specimens, indicate who holds key to the code and where it is stored in relation to the data and/or specimens
- Storage plan
- Plan to protect privacy in transfer to other collaborators.

Include the following as applicable:
- Personnel access to data/samples
- Whether identifiers will be removed or code/key destroyed to anonymize the data/samples.
- For keyed data/samples, indicate who holds secondary codes/keys
- Storage plan
- Plan to protect privacy in transfer to other collaborators.